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Principle Power: Company introduction
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Harvesting the full potential of the world’s renewable energy resources, with a focus on unlocking the 
best offshore wind sites previously inaccessible due to water depths or bottom conditions 

Backed by global energy and utility leaders and 
involved in partnerships with influential industry 
players

Headquarters in California with offices in Portugal and 
France and employees with 18 different nationalities

Globally patented and proven floating platform 
technology which is expected to see major growth 
over the coming years

Important global project development pipeline & 
commercial activity in all key floating offshore wind 
markets

Founded in 2007, Principle Power has grown to be the 
global leader in the floating offshore wind industry

Promising market

Existing developments and/or 
strong market potential

Office location

Development projects



How we have proven our technology
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> 25 
GWh

WindFloats installed
world-wide (PT, UK)

WindFloat power 
production achieved

WindFloats under 
adv. 
design/construction

10 
MW

17 m 41 
m/s

Largest floating WTG 
under construction

Maximum wave 
height encountered

Maximum wind 
speed encountered

The WindFloat has been tested over a substantial period of 
time and has proven its technological robustness in extreme 
weather conditions and in different geographies
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The WindFloat: towards reduction of costs and risks

1. Shallow draft - allows for transit from harbor 
as well as deployment and installation at 
offshore sites in transitional or deep waters.

2. Inherently stable in transit - is essentially its 
own installation vessel for the wind turbine.

3. Quay-side final assembly and commissioning 
- allows for the use of pre-existing shore-side 
infrastructure at both shipyards and harbors

4. Turbine agnostic - accommodates all 
conventional commercial wind turbines.

5. Low pre-tension conventional mooring 
system - uses conventional mooring 
components which are commodity-priced, 
readily available worldwide and rely on 
proven installation methods.

6. Connection / disconnection -revolutionizes 
deep-water deployment and large corrective 
maintenance operations with a "plug-n-play" 
methodology.



WindFloat® conceptual overview
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Semi-submersible, three-column floater hosting any market-standard wind turbine generator (WTG)

A

B

C

D

Hull trim system

§ Hull trim system improves production during operation 
by innovatively adapting a commonly used approach 
from the oil & gas industry

§ Water ballast moved between the 3 columns to 
compensate for variable WTG thrust loads resulting 
from changes in average wind speed and direction

§ Patented & closed-loop (no water exchange between 
platform and environment) & fully redundant

§ WF1 prototype ballast pump activity averaged only 
one hour per day

A

Static water ballast (operational draft)

§ Ballast tanks located at the bottom of each column 
are filled with seawater to reach the platform 
operational draft, lowering the overall center of 
gravity and increasing stability 

§ Adjustable draft provides flexibility to perform marine 
operations (loadout, towing, and WTG installation) in 
a variety of ports and facilities 

B Heave plates (dynamic stability)

§ Patented water entrapment plates fitted at the bottom 
of each column

§ Plates minimize motion by trapping water resulting in a 
light structure that behaves as if it was much heavier 
(hydrodynamic added-mass)

§ The heave plates increase the viscous damping due to 
shedding of vortices from sharp edges

D

3D rendering of the WindFloat & a WTG

Turbine-agnostic

§ WindFloat is designed to host any conventional 
commercial WTG with only software modifications

§ The turbine type is typically chosen by the project 
developer; WindFloat does not restrict turbine selection 
(achieved Class ‘Approval in Principle’ for 3 WTG suppliers)

§ The patented WindFloat structural architecture can 
accommodate larger WTGs with minimal additional steel 
mass, while maintaining simplicity during operations and 
installation
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WindFloat Atlantic unit loadout in Setúbal, Portugal, September 2019
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The route to commercial floating wind:
• Survivability
• Investability
• Industrialisation



• 5 Year Lifecycle demonstration project from 2011 - 2016

• Vestas V-80 2MW turbine performed as well as on a bottom-fixed 

foundation - Generated over 17 GWh of clean energy

• Operation up to 1-year Return Period Storm Conditions (Hs=7m) in 

rated conditions

• Endured intense storms: 17m waves, 41+m/s winds

• Demonstrated philosophy of construction, installation, and 

decommissioning

• Incorporated lessons to improve next generation of technology

WindFloat One (Portugal)



Principle Power contracted projects – WindFloat Atlantic, 25 MW, Portugal
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Project highlights

§ Second floating wind farm globally (and first to 
use semi-submersibles)

§ Largest floating turbine ever installed

§ 1st bank financing for FOW project

First bank financing for a floating offshore wind farm proving the technology’s bankability

Key details

§ COD 2019

§ 20 km offshore, 100 m water depth

§ 3 x 8.3 MW MHI Vestas turbines

Shareholders

Project description

§ Building on the experience gained from demonstrator site 
WindFloat 1 (2 MW)

§ 20-year feed-in-tariff already approved by the Portuguese 
government

§ Financing secured via EUR 60 M bank loan which is an 
industry’s first 

§ In addition, the project receives EUR 30 M grant from EU 
NER300 programme

§ Platform certification by maritime classification society 
American Bureau of Shipping, WTG and array cable 
certified by DNVGL.

Construction start CODFID

2018 20192018

WindFloat Atlantic
25 MW, Portugal
COD 2019





Sailoff of a completed WindFloat Atlantic unit (left) and turbine mating on another unit (right) at quayside, Port of Ferrol Spain, October 2019 
(image: Dock90)



Principle Power contracted projects – Kincardine, 50 MW, Scotland
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Major step towards commercialization of the WindFloat technology

Key details

§ Target COD 2020

§ 15 km offshore, 60 – 80m water depth

§ 5 x 9.5 MW MHI Vestas turbines and one 
operational 2 MW Vestas turbine

Shareholders

Project highlights

§ Largest floating offshore wind project 
worldwide (50 MW)

§ Highest capacity turbine (9.5 MW) installed 
on a floating structure

Project description

§ A first 2 MW demonstration floating unit was 
installed in 2018: KIN1 (still operating)

§ The extension phase will use MHI Vestas turbines 
with 9.5 MW rated capacity, higher than in any 
other FOW project

§ Fabrication started in April 2019

§ At 50 MW installed capacity, the project will 
showcase logistical advantages of the WindFloat 
technology over other designs

§ Kincardine is expected to be the first non-recourse 
project-financed FOW project

Construction start CODFID

2019 20202018

Kincardine (KOWL)
50 MW, Scotland
COD 2020



Principle Power contracted projects – EFGL, 30 MW, France
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Feed-in-tariff awarded through a competitive process on the back of major technological advancements 

Key details

§ Target COD 2022

§ 18 km offshore, 70 – 100 m water depth

§ 3 x 10 MW MHI Vestas turbines

Shareholders

Project highlights

§ Designed to showcase WindFloat 
innovations to reduce weight,  improve 
manufacturability, and enable industrial 
delivery

Project description

§ Strong consortium of energy companies and 
industrials backing the project 

§ Project will enable major innovations to advance 
the WindFloat technology to the next level of 
competitiveness

§ Important innovations in modularization and 
manufacturability expected to further increase 
deliverability and competitiveness

§ High feed-in-tariff for 20 years, secured in a 
competitive tender process led by the government 
in 2016

§ Project certified by Bureau Veritas

Construction start CODFID

2020 20222020

EFGL
30 MW, France
COD 2022



Supply Chain

• Floating wind will increase entire market 
for offshore, look to O&G sector and 
increase activity in the local market. 

• Building on fixed offshore wind Sector Deal
• Mitsubishi Vestas

• Diversification of O&G
• JDR
• First Subsea

• Increased activity onshore
• Onshore installation & Commissioning



Cian Conroy, Senior Business Development Manager
cconroy@principlepowerinc.com


